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Synthetic lipid–oligonucleotide conjugates inserted into lipid ves-
icles mediate fusion when one population of vesicles displays the
5�-coupled conjugate and the other the 3�-coupled conjugate, so
that anti-parallel hybridization allows the membrane surfaces to
come into close proximity. Improved assays show that lipid mixing
proceeds more quickly and to a much greater extent than content
mixing, suggesting the latter is rate limiting. To test the effect of
membrane–membrane spacing on fusion, a series of conjugates
was constructed by adding 2–24 noncomplementary bases at the
membrane-proximal ends of two complementary sequences. In-
creasing linker lengths generally resulted in progressively reduced
rates and extents of lipid and content mixing, in contrast to higher
vesicle docking rates. The relatively flexible, single-stranded DNA
linker facilitates docking but allows greater spacing between the
vesicles after docking, thus making the transition into fusion less
probable, but not preventing it altogether. These experiments dem-
onstrate the utility of DNA as a model system for fusion proteins,
where sequence can easily be modified to systematically probe the
effect of distance between bilayers in the fusion reaction.

DNA machine � synthetic biology

Fusion of lipid membranes plays a central role in many
biological processes. For example, in the case of synaptic

transmission, the reaction is tightly regulated by a number of
proteins of which the SNAREs [soluble N-ethylmaleimide sen-
sitive factor (NSF) attachment protein receptors] have been
shown to play a crucial role (1–3). In vitro studies have demon-
strated the sufficiency of SNAREs to mediate fusion when
reconstituted into a number of model systems, including free-
standing lipid vesicles (4–7), supported lipid bilayers (8–10), and
tethered vesicles (11). Generally these studies suggest that
SNAREs are able to bring two membranes into close apposition
by forming a trans complex in a docking reaction which is highly
energetically favorable (12). This is illustrated in Fig. 1A, which
is based on the x-ray structures of the soluble domains of
SNARE proteins in complex (13). Several steps along the
mechanism to achieve membrane fusion following this basic
docking step have been proposed, and some of these are
illustrated in Fig. 2, which also serves to illustrate assays com-
monly used to assess their role. In this step-wise mechanism, the
bilayers first dock, then adopt an intermediate, hemifused state
in which the outer leaflets have merged, but the inner leaflets
and contents remain distinct. A transition into full fusion then
involves mixing of both leaflets and content exchange.

Despite substantial research on the role of SNARE proteins
in the fusion process, many questions remain regarding the
physical mechanism. Studies using simpler model systems can
provide insight into the fundamental mechanisms of the rear-
rangement of bilayers and lead to a better understanding of the
biological process (14, 15). We have prepared a series of
DNA-lipid conjugates in which DNA oligonucleotides replace
the lipid head group, thereby allowing sequence-specific hybrid-
ization to bring soft membrane surfaces into close proximity. In
the first generations of these conjugates, the DNA was coupled

to the lipid anchor at its 5�-end and used to sequence-specifically
tether vesicles to supported bilayer surfaces as illustrated in Fig.
3A where 5�-� and 5�-�� represent the single stranded DNA and
its complement, respectively. Individual tethered vesicles can be
directly visualized by fluorescence microscopy; they are ob-
served to diffuse in a plane parallel to the supported bilayer
(16–19) and can be manipulated by external electrical fields and
hydrodynamic flow (20). Many collisions between tethered
vesicles have been observed, and absent any mediating agent, the
vesicles show no tendency to stick to each other or fuse.
However, by initially tethering different populations of vesicles
to different regions of the supported bilayer, docking reactions
between partner vesicles displaying a second complementary
sequence (5�-� and 5�-�� in Fig. 3B) could be observed and
quantified on the level of individual vesicles (21). The probability
of docking upon collision, Pdock, showed the following trends: (i)
a roughly quadratic dependence of Pdock on the number density
of oligonucleotides on the vesicle docking partners; (ii) much
more efficient docking for complementary 5�-Poly T / 5�-Poly A*
24-mer sequences than for 24-mer sequences requiring full
overlap for hybridization; and (iii) a strong increase in the
efficiency of docking upon increasing the length of the oligonu-
cleotides by introducing a polyT spacer at the membrane prox-
imal ends. These results were rationalized using a simple geo-
metric model in which Pdock was related to the probability of the
intersection between cylinders representing 5�-� and 5�-�� dif-
fusing on the surfaces of colliding vesicles, which are also
diffusing. While vesicle co-localization was taken as a measure
of docking, in no case was lipid mixing observed. This result was
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Fig. 1. Comparison of hypothesized docking conformations between mem-
branes presenting (A) SNARE proteins (adapted from ref. 13) and (B) comple-
mentary membrane-anchored DNA in the appropriate orientations. The di-
mensions of the SNARE complex and a 24-mer hybridized DNA are roughly to
scale.
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explained by the orientation of the hybridization reaction, in
which the resulting duplex is expected to keep the vesicle
surfaces physically separated by approximately 8–10 nm for a 24
base docking hybrid as illustrated in Fig. 3B.

Inspection of the proposed model for SNARE-mediated
fusion in Fig. 1 A (13) suggests that DNA hybridization might
model this process if the orientation of the DNA-lipid conjugates
on the reacting vesicles was 5�- and 3�-, rather than both being
5�-. This similarity is illustrated in Fig. 1B and in the assays
illustrated in Fig. 2. To achieve both couplings, an improved and
quite general synthetic route was developed (22) (see Fig. 4 and
the Materials and Methods). Indeed in bulk assays (vesicles mixed
in solution), preliminary data demonstrating both lipid and
content mixing were reported (22). As with the docking exper-
iments (12), we found a strong dependence of the kinetics
observed by both assays on the number density and sequence of
DNA. In particular, for the same number density and lipid
composition, 5�-Poly T / 3�-Poly A 24-mers gave a much higher

yield of lipid and content mixing than a fully overlapping
complementary sequence pair (22). Related results have been
reported using more complex, double cholesterol-anchored-
DNA conjugates (23, 24) [singly anchored cholesterol-DNA
conjugates, which have been proposed for drug delivery pur-
poses (25), partition only transiently to lipid bilayers or vesicles
in contrast to the anchor shown in Fig. 4]. The great advantage
of using DNA for these measurements is that the sequence can
be readily modified and with the single lipid anchor, nonhybrid-
izing polyT linker extensions can be added to probe the effects
of physical proximity during fusion. In the following, we report
improved and more quantitative assays and focus on the depen-
dence of each step of the proposed fusion mechanism (illustrated
in Fig. 2) on the insertion of variable length polyT spacers to the
membrane proximal ends of fully complementary DNA se-
quences.

Results
Comparison of Lipid and Content Mixing Assays. Because of the large
number of variables to be considered in any vesicle fusion
experiment, we have chosen a set of standard conditions, spec-
ified in the Material and Methods, which include lipid composi-
tion, vesicle concentration, vesicle size, and temperature. Gen-
erally, an average number of DNA-lipid conjugates of 50 per
vesicle was used (�nDNA� � 50) with the exceptions of the
controls with no DNA and the experiments involving a mixture
of linker-DNA. To limit variability sometimes observed among
different batches of vesicles, sets of experiments in which the
linker was varied were performed using aliquots of vesicles from
the same preparation. In this way, the only variable for most of
the experiments is the length of the linker.

Previously, we observed significant nonspecific lipid mixing in
control experiments where vesicles contained either no DNA or
noncomplementary DNA (22). Here, we used Oregon Green
(OG) and Texas Red (TR) dyes instead of NBD and Rhodamine,
which decreased the nonspecific lipid mixing to baseline (Fig. 5B,
orange trace). The reduction in the nonspecific lipid mixing
signal allows a more quantitative comparison of the extents of
the lipid and content mixing assays (see Materials and Methods
for details of assays). These results show that the dye-labeled
lipids have a nontrivial impact on the mixing assay, and care must
be taken when attempting to compare results among experi-
ments using different dyes. Many experiments have shown that
lipid and content mixing are strongly affected by the lipid
composition of vesicles (15, 23). Indeed, early attempts in our lab
to achieve DNA-mediated fusion using vesicles containing only
egg-phosphatidylcholine resulted in much lower extents. In other
vesicle fusion systems, incorporation of low mole percents of
certain lipids had significant effects on vesicle fusion rates
related to the intrinsic curvature of the dopant lipid (26).

It is possible that the lipid dyes increase the rate of fusion; this

Fig. 2. Possible stages in DNA-mediated fusion of a pair of lipid vesicles.
Separately labeled vesicles present complementary oligomers of DNA coupled
to the membrane surface at the 5�- and the 3�-ends. Upon mixing, hybridiza-
tion of the DNA docks the vesicles together (measured by vesicle co-
localization), bringing them into close apposition, followed by a transition to
hemifusion that allows mixing of the outer leaflet lipids of the membranes
(measured by FRET or FRET dequenching between dye-labeled lipids). Full
fusion is achieved when both leaflets merge and contents exchange (mea-
sured by observing the onset of fluorescence from Tb(DPA)3� when Tb�3 in
one vesicle mixes with DPA in another). Note that two DNA-lipid conjugates
are shown hybridizing for purposes of illustration, but the actual number
required at each step is not known.

Fig. 3. Graphical illustrations of DNA-lipid conjugates in the 5� /5� orienta-
tion used to tether vesicles to supported bilayers and allow vesicle docking. (A)
Vesicles presenting sequence � are tethered to a supported lipid membrane
presenting the complementary sequence ��. These tethered vesicles are ob-
served to diffuse in the plane parallel to the supported membrane. Although
they collide, they do not exchange lipids or lose contents (20). (B) When a
complementary pair, � and ��, of DNA-lipid conjugates are displayed on
separate vesicles, docking is observed upon collisions depending on the
number density, sequence and length of the DNA that is displayed (22).

Fig. 4. Synthetic method for the lipid phosphoramidite for use as the
terminal ‘‘base’’ on a DNA-synthesizer (23).
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may account for the large difference in extent between lipid and
content mixing observed. Ideally, both assays should be per-
formed using the exact same lipid composition. However, to date
we have been unable to obtain clear results for content mixing
assays because of fluorescence interference between the Tb3�-
dipicolinic acid (DPA) complex used to monitor content ex-
change and the included OG and TR leaflet labels (Fig. 2). As
a crude alternative that is independent of fluorescence, bulk
reactions kinetics were monitored using dynamic light scattering
to estimate the average particle size as a function of time (7), and
these experiments show little difference when using vesicles with
or without the lipid dyes (data not shown). Furthermore, lipid
mixing kinetics are similar when OG-DHPE and TR-DHPE are
incorporated into the vesicles at 0.5 mol % or 1 mol % each (data
not shown).

T24 Linker Effects on Docking, Lipid, and Content Mixing. A series of
DNA-lipid conjugates was constructed with varying numbers of
T bases (Tn linker) added to the membrane proximal end of
sequences 5�-� and 3�-�� (a nonrepeating, 24-base pair hybrid-
izing sequence requiring full overlap, see Table 1). The se-
quences of the resulting DNA are as abbreviated as 5�-Tn� and
3�-Tn�� (Table 1). When mediating docking, the linker sequences
are likely to allow more flexibility in the final conformation of
docked vesicles, as depicted for a T24 linker in Fig. 5A. (Note,
these illustrations and those in Fig. 2 show two DNA-lipid
conjugates hybridized in cross section, but the actual number of
hybrids that lead to lipid and content mixing is not yet known,
see Discussion). Information on vesicle docking rates in three
dimensions was obtained by rapidly diluting dye-labeled vesicles
from the fusion reaction mixture and adsorbing them to a glass
substrate at various time points (5). These experiments clearly
demonstrate that linker sequences 5�-T24�/3�-T24�� mediated
much faster docking rates than nonlinker sequences 5�-�/3�-��,
all other things being equal. This result is consistent with

measurements on individual vesicles in two dimensions in the 5�-
/5�-orientation (21). While nearly all of the vesicles displaying the
5�-T24�/3�-T24� � sequence were colocalized within 5 min, �70%
of vesicles presenting 5�-�/3�-�� docked in the same time period.
Interestingly, the orientation of the docking pairs (5�-/5�-coupled
versus 3�-/5�-coupled) did not change the docking rates signifi-
cantly. Parallel preliminary measurements using tethered vesi-
cles (similar to the situation depicted in Fig. 2B, but with the
coupling changed to 5�-�/3�-��), led to the same conclusion.

Bulk vesicle fusion assays with vesicles presenting 5�-T24�/3�-
T24�� sequences of DNA (Fig. 5B and C, magenta traces,
respectively) showed substantial reductions in both lipid and
content mixing kinetics for the linker sequence. Interestingly,
similar reductions were observed when the linker sequence was
incorporated into only one population of vesicles (5�-�/3�-T24��,
green traces Fig. 5B and C). When vesicles presenting a mixture
of on average 50 copies of linker and 50 copies of nonlinker DNA
(5�- � � 5�-T24�/3�-�� � 3�-T24�� red traces Fig. 5B and C), lipid
mixing was reduced somewhat compared with vesicles presenting
only 5�-�/3�-�� (blue) while content mixing kinetics were similar.

Effect of Shorter Linkers on Lipid and Content Mixing. The depen-
dence of fusion on linker length was investigated by synthesizing
a series of DNA-lipid conjugates containing T2, T4, T6, and T12
linkers at the membrane proximal end. Because a reduction in
fusion is seen even when a linker is incorporated into one vesicle
population but not the other, these experiments were performed
by reacting one population of vesicles with sequence 3�-��
(nonlinker) with another population of vesicles presenting se-
quence 5�-Tn� (linker DNA, n � 0–24). Representative kinetics
traces for total lipid mixing (Fig. 6B) show similar results for n �
0 and n � 2, then a systematic reduction in rate and extent as
linker length is increased thereafter. Content mixing traces (Fig.
6C) show roughly a similar trend, where the apparent difference
in final extent from n � 0 to n � 2 is less than experimental
variation.

Discussion
Fusion of vesicles mediated by DNA in the 5�-/3�- orientation is
clearly demonstrated by the lipid and content mixing results
presented here and previously (22). The earlier work, in addition
to that of Stengel et al. (23, 24) using a cholesterol-based anchor,
found a significant dependence of fusion kinetics on both the
number density of DNA on the reacting vesicles as well as
sequence (22). The collection of results to date illustrates the
utility of having complete sequence control in this model system.

The relationships among the kinetics of docking, lipid mixing,
and content mixing are a crucial part of any analysis used to
elucidate the mechanisms of fusion. However, comparison be-
tween the distinct assays used to monitor these reactions can be
complicated. While we attempted to ensure that the comparison

Fig. 5. Fusion mediated by sequence � vs. T24�. (A) Comparison of the
expected docking conformations of vesicles presenting either nonlinker se-
quences (blue DNA only) and poly T (Tn, shown for n � 24) linker sequences
(blue and red DNA). Although the single-stranded linker DNA (red) is drawn
as a helix, it is likely to be mostly unstructured; two hybrids are shown purpose
of illustration only. Representative kinetic traces for (B) lipid and (C) content
mixing collected when two populations of vesicles presenting on average 50
copies of DNA were mixed at equal amounts to a concentration of 2.8 nM in
vesicles. Color-coding of the traces is illustrated. Blue: both vesicle populations
present only nonlinker sequences 5�-�/3�-��; Red: both vesicle populations
present an average of 50 DNA each (100 total) of nonlinker and linker
sequences 5�-� � 5�-T24�/3�-�� � 3�-T24��; Green: one vesicle population pre-
sents nonlinker sequence 5�-�, and the other presents linker sequence 3�-T24��;
Magenta: both vesicle populations present linker sequences 5�-T24�/ 3�-T24��;
Yellow: vesicles present no DNA (negative control).

Table 1. Sequences and coupling orientations of DNA lipids

Name Sequence

� lipid-5�- TCG ACA CGG AAA TGT TGA ATA CTA �3�

�� 5�- TAG TAT TCA ACA TTT CCG TGT CGA �3�-lipid
T24� lipid-5�-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TCG ACA CGG

AAA TGT TGA ATA CTA �3�

T12� lipid-5�-TTT TTT TTT TTT TCG ACA CGG AAA TGT TGA ATA
CTA �3�

T6� lipid-5�-TTT TTT TCG ACA CGG AAA TGT TGA ATA CTA �3�

T4� lipid-5�-T TTT TCG ACA CGG AAA TGT TGA ATA CTA �3�

T2� lipid-5�-TT TCG ACA CGG AAA TGT TGA ATA CTA �3�

T24�� 5�-TAG TAT TCA ACA TTT CCG TGT CGA TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT
TTT TTT TTT-3�-lipid
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to standards provides meaningful information about fusion
extents, for each assay a single value was used to indicate the
progression of a complex series of reactions. While this is the
standard in kinetic literature and accurately describes reactions
with simple mechanisms, in vesicle fusion the exact meanings of
percent docking, lipid mixing, and content mixing are not
entirely unambiguous. For instance, similar values of percent
content mixing could be reached if 30% of vesicles fully exchange
all of their contents upon full fusion, or if all vesicles exchange
30% of their contents via flickering fusion pores. Similar con-
siderations exist for lipid mixing assays as well. Another com-
plication is the possibility of multiple docking and fusion events,
which cannot be controlled for in these bulk assays. Fusion
experiments at the single vesicle level using methods developed
to measure tethered vesicle docking in the 5�-/5�-orientation
[Fig. 3B, (21)] are ongoing. Such assays can control for the
number of potential reaction partners and will provide more
insight into the issues presented here.

Taking the results at face value, the estimated extents are
useful in illustrating broad trends of fusion kinetics. First, a basic
comparison can be made between the observed fusion kinetics
and those expected for a binary diffusion-limited reaction. By the
Einstein-Smolukowski equation, the rate constant for the bimo-
lecular collision of hard spheres of 50 nm diameter in water at
300 K is roughly k � 7 � 109 M�1s�1. Using this value and initial
concentrations of the vesicles (each 1.4 nM), t1/2 � 50 ms for a
diffusion-controlled reaction. To our knowledge, no in vitro
fusion experiments performed to date with vesicles in bulk
solution give docking, lipid, or content mixing kinetics this fast,
even using SNAREs or other fusogens. Lipid mixing kinetics for
the basic sequence 5�-�/3�-�� have t1/2 on the order of 5 min based
on inspection of the blue time trace in Fig. 5B. Thus, there must
be a limitation in progressing through one or more of the steps
in fusion. Colocalization assays performed in two dimensions
using tethered vesicles presenting 5�-�/5�-�� (Fig. 3B) (21) or in
three dimensions using vesicles presenting 5�-�/3�-�� (all other
factors being equal) indicate a low probability of docking per
collision. The extent of docking in bulk assays generally exceeded

the extent of lipid mixing, suggesting a barrier to progressing
from docking to lipid mixing.

Content mixing mediated by 5�-�/3�-�� proceeds slower and to
a far lesser extent than lipid mixing. It is difficult to estimate a
t1/2 from the blue trace in Fig. 5C, as the reaction does not plateau
at a final extent by 60 min, which in itself implies a longer t1/2 than
lipid mixing. Slower kinetics, in addition to the dramatic reduc-
tion in extent suggests a significant barrier in progressing from
lipid to content mixing, which is consistent with an overall fusion
mechanism where content mixing is rate limiting. In this system,
content mixing proceeds to less than 2%, while total lipid mixing
reaches almost 80%. Control experiments show that contents
leak slowly from the vesicles during the fusion reaction, but only
�10% over 1 h. While we did not measure inner leaflet mixing
directly, hemifusion would give a maximum of 50–60% total
lipid mixing for 50-nm vesicles. These extents, therefore, imply
that inner leaflet mixing occurs to a substantially greater degree
than content mixing. Comparison of these extents of mixing can
be complicated by the fact that lipid mixing experiments use lipid
dyes that may change the structure of intermediates along the
pathway to fusion. Alternatively, this observation could indicate
the formation of an intermediate where the inner leaflets are in
contact but aqueous contents remain separate, such as the
extended transmonolayer contact stalk (27). Then, inner leaflet
lipids could mix if a small lipid-lined pore forms, which may be
too small or transient to allow a significant amount of contents
to be exchanged.

The addition of linkers of increasing length to the membrane
proximal end of the 5�-�/ 3�-�� sequence was found to lead to a
general decrease in lipid and content mixing extents. There does
not seem to be a critical linker length after which fusion drops
dramatically, and fusion remains detectable even with T24 link-
ers. The importance of DNA sequence on fusion has been
demonstrated in ref. 22 in which 5�-Poly T/3�-Poly A was found
to mediate both lipid and content mixing with faster initial
kinetics and to greater extent than the fully overlapping 5�-�/
3�-�� sequence, all other factors being equal. Interestingly, while
the more efficient fusion kinetics for 5�-Poly T/ 3�-Poly A (22)
parallel the docking efficiency trends found for tethered vesicles
(21) and in bulk, the addition of a nonhybridizing linker has
opposing effects on docking and fusion. As described in the
Introduction, the geometric model developed to rationalize the
observed trends in docking predicted a substantial increase in
docking rate as the linker length is increased, and this prediction
was confirmed by the docking rates found for tethered vesicles
presenting 5�-�/5�-�� or 5�-T24�/5�-T24��, where Pdock for the
latter sequence pair is about one order of magnitude greater than
the former (21). Similarly, docking rates measured for vesicles in
bulk were much faster for vesicles presenting the linker se-
quence. Preliminary comparisons of docking mediated by only
5�-coupled DNA vs. by 5�- and 3�-coupled DNA reveal similar
kinetics, both in the tethered vesicle and in bulk assays. Despite
the enhancement of their docking kinetics, vesicles presenting
DNA with linkers generally progress to lesser extents of lipid and
content mixing, showing that fusion depends on the placement
of the recognition sequence with respect to the membrane
surface. Indeed, comparison of docking and mixing extents
indicates that for linker DNA, docking is unlikely to be the
limiting factor in the progression to lipid or content mixing.
These results are consistent with recent simulations (28) as well
as with experiments performed by Rothman and coworkers (29),
who demonstrated the addition of a linker sequence into
SNARE proteins can reduce the rates of lipid mixing. Note that
docking, whether in the 5�-/5�- or 5�-/3�-orientation, requires only
a single DNA hybridization event, while further steps are likely
to require multiple (and not necessarily the same number) of
hybrids to be formed.

Fig. 6. Effects of linker length on DNA-mediated fusion. (A) Expected
conformation when a vesicle presenting nonlinker sequences (blue DNA)
reacts with one presenting a Tn linker sequence (blue and red DNA). The
single-stranded linker DNA is expected to be unstructured; two hybrids are
shown purpose of illustration only. Representative kinetic traces for (B) lipid
and (C) content mixing collected when two populations of vesicles presenting
an average of 50 copies of DNA were mixed at equal amounts to a concen-
tration of 2.8 nM in vesicles. Color coding of the traces is shown, where the
number depicts the length of the oligo-T linker (Tn). In all experiments, the
linker sequence 5�-Tn� was included in one population of vesicles and the
nonlinker sequence 3�-�� was included in the other. Blue, n � 0; Red, n � 2;
Green, n � 4; Magenta, n � 6; Yellow, n � 12; Cyan, n � 24.
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There are several possible reasons for the reduction in fusion
rates with linker-DNA. The most likely is that the vesicles are
held less tightly together, allowing for greater membrane–
membrane distances and, thus, reducing the probability of the
lipid rearrangements necessary to transition into hemifusion or
full fusion. At an estimated 5–7 Å per base (30), the T24 linker
would give as much as 12 nm of possible membrane–membrane
spacing, while for the shorter linkers the separation would much
smaller, only �1–2 nm maximally for the T2 linker. The presence
of a linker may also reduce the efficient transfer of energy from
the hybridization reaction to the membrane anchor in the
context of the zippering model proposed for SNARE proteins
(31). This concept seems unlikely to us as the free energy
liberated by hybridization is rapidly dissipated; rather it seems
that the local tension enforced between the membrane surfaces
by the DNA (or SNAREs) is likely to be the key. The linkers may
affect the number of DNA that are able to hybridize between two
vesicles, which could in turn affect the transition to fusion.

It is notable, then, that the T24 linker sequence is still able to
mediate some degree of fusion when presented either on both
partner vesicles or just one, showing that the presence of the
linker does not prevent the reaction. In contrast, hybridization of
only 5�-coupled DNA does not lead to fusion (22), even though
after docking the spacing between these vesicles is comparable
to that allowed by T24 linkers. For 5�-/3�-coupled linker DNA
sequences, the expected geometry of docking, as well as the
flexibility of single-stranded DNA [persistence length of only
1–3 nm (30, 32)] still allows for the close membrane contact
thought to be necessary for fusion, while the duplex formed by
5�-coupled DNA may act as a stiff spacer between the vesicle
surfaces.

For vesicles presenting a mixture of linker and nonlinker DNA
(5�-� � 5�-T24�/3�-��� 3�-T24��, total �nDNA� � 100), there are
three different hybridization combinations possible: nonlinker–
to–nonlinker, nonlinker–to–linker, and linker–to–linker. Of
these, the first combination is most effective at driving fusion;
thus, the second may sequester potentially fusogenic DNA into
less-productive complexes, which would tend to reduce fusion
kinetics. On the other hand, the enhancement in docking from
the linker sequence expected for the latter two combinations
would tend to increase fusion kinetics. Surprisingly, fusion
kinetics are largely unchanged for vesicles presenting this mix-
ture as compared to vesicles presenting only 5�-�/3�-�� (Fig. 5B
and C, blue and red traces), which could indicate a balance
between these competing effects, or could indicate the fusion is
dominated by nonlinker DNA.

The experiments presented here illustrate the utility of DNA-
mediated fusion as a model system, especially using the single-
lipid anchor which avoids many of the complexities inherent in
a double-anchored system as presented by Stengel et al. (23).
Their system involves vesicle partners which each contain two
prehybridized cholesterol-anchored DNA of differing lengths
(23 and 15 bases). In this case, each vesicle presents a 15-base
pair DNA duplex at the membrane proximal end, terminated by
an 8-base ssDNA overhang in either a 5�- or 3�-orientation. They
hypothesize, as we do, that initial hybridization of the overhang
achieves 5�-/3�-docking, then duplex formation continues toward
the membrane proximal bases in a ‘‘zippering’’ fashion, displac-
ing the 15-mer on both vesicles. While this may be correct, it is
also possible that strand displacement is not required to achieve
fusion, but rather that hybridization proceeds only up to the
shorter DNA. In this scenario, the membrane proximal DNA
would presumably be left to act as a spacer, which from our
results would still allow lipid and content mixing. This mecha-
nism eliminates the need for a concerted, double-strand dis-
placement of membrane-anchored strands, which is largely
entropy-driven and, therefore, likely to be more difficult than
strand displacement for nonanchored DNA (33). Also, this

mechanism does not necessitate the intermediate formation—
after strand displacement and before lipid mixing—of singly
cholesterol–anchored DNA, which has been shown to partition
unstably into lipid membranes and would, therefore, be lost into
solution.

Increasing linker lengths shows a clear effect in increasing
docking but reducing fusion kinetics, as has been observed
previously for SNARE-mediated fusion (29). The experiments
presented show that docking is necessary but not sufficient to
lead to either lipid or content mixing. While it is relatively
straightforward to relate DNA hybridization and docking, the
number of DNA involved and the role of DNA in driving fusion
beyond docking are less clear. It may be that the initial binding
of the DNA pays some of the entropic cost of bringing the two
membranes together, making it more probable that thermal
fluctuations (or other machinery in the case of biological fusion)
can overcome the transition barriers in the fusion process. It is
also possible that the DNA plays a more active role in overcom-
ing the substantial activation barrier against fusion. To shed
more light on the fusion mechanism, we are continuing to
explore the possibility of varying DNA sequence using both
natural and artificial bases (34) to tailor hybridization energetics
and to add dye-labels to allow for the quantification of hybridized
DNA by FRET. Single vesicle assays with tethered vesicles are
expected to be particularly useful to distinguish the progression
in the stages of fusion more clearly than experiments performed
in bulk.

Materials and Methods
DNA Sequences. The new DNA-lipid synthesis method is shown in Fig. 4 and is
described more extensively in ref. 22. In brief, a lipid tailgroup-like glycerol
derivative is converted into a phosphoramidite, which can be attached to any
DNA sequence on conventional synthesizer to form the DNA-lipid conjugate.
Experiments using different linker lengths all use the same 24-bp hybridiza-
tion sequence (� and ��), but displaced from the membrane proximal end by
n � 0, 2, 4, 6, 12, or 24 T’s (Tn� and Tn��). Table 1 lists all sequences, names, and
DNA-coupling orientations used. Conjugates were all purified by high per-
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and analyzed by matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry as de-
scribed in ref. 22.

Vesicle Preparation. Dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), dioleoylphosphati-
dyl-ethanolamine (DOPE), and cholesterol (Chol) were purchased from Avanti
Polar Lipids. Texas Red-DHPE and Oregon Green-DHPE were purchased from
Invitrogen. All lipids were used as received.

Vesicles displaying DNA were formed using a base lipid mixture of 2:1:1
by mole ratio of DOPC:DOPE:Chol. For lipid mixing experiments, one set of
vesicles was made containing an additional 0.5 mol % TR-DHPE and 0.5 mol
% OG-DHPE. Lipids were mixed in chloroform, dried under a nitrogen
stream, then under vacuum, and resuspended in buffer solution to a
concentration of 2 mg/ml. For lipid mixing experiments, the buffer was 10
mM Tris, pH 7.5 containing 100 mM sodium chloride. Two buffers were used
for the partners in content mixing experiments: 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 con-
taining 8 mM terbium (III) chloride and 60 mM sodium citrate or 10 mM Tris,
pH 7.5 containing 80 mM dipicolinic acid (DPA). After rehydration, lipids
were extruded through a polycarbonate membrane (Whatman, pore size
50 nm) to form unilamellar vesicles. The concentration of vesicles in the
resulting stock solutions is calculated to be roughly 0.11 �M in 50-nm
vesicles. The mean of diameters was measured by dynamic light scattering
to be 70 –100 nm with a polydispersity between 0.05 and 0.1. DNA-lipid
conjugates were typically dissolved in a 1:1 mixture of acetonitrile:water to
form 100-�M stocks as calculated from the measured absorbance at 260 nm
and extinction coefficient obtained from the SciTools utility from Inte-
grated DNA Technologies. The appropriate amounts of DNA-lipid stock
were added to the vesicle stocks (typically 2.8 �l to 50 �l, respectively) to
achieve an average copy number of 50 DNA-lipids per vesicle. Although the
DNA-lipid conjugates are soluble in 1:1 acetonitrile:water, they quantita-
tively partition into a vesicle (or supported membrane) bilayer (17). This has
been demonstrated by patterning different DNA-lipid conjugate se-
quences on supported bilayers and demonstrating that mixtures of vesicles
displaying the anti-sense sequence are selectively bound as expected by
hybridization. Once bound, tethered vesicles do not leave the surface and
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they can be moved around by electrophoresis and hydrodynamic flow
without coming off the surface as long as the concentration of NaCl is
above roughly 50 mM. Also, because of the order of addition and assembly
process, the DNA is entirely on the outside of vesicles. After an overnight
incubation at 4°C, all DNA-labeled vesicle aliquots were passed through a
CL-4B size exclusion column (Sigma) equilibrated with 10 mM Tris buffer,
pH 7.5 containing 100 mM sodium chloride for purification and, in the case
of content mixing experiments, removal of external TbCl3 and dipicolinic
acid. Lipid concentration after purification was characterized by an enzy-
matic assay for choline (35).

Docking Assays. A modification of the assay described in (5) was used to
estimate the extent of vesicle docking. Vesicles were prepared as described for
lipid mixing assays, except that one population was labeled with 0.5 mol %
TR-DHPE and another with 0.5 mol % OG-DHPE. Vesicles presenting on
average 50 copies of 5�-�/3�- �� or 5�-T24�/3�-T24�� were allowed to react under
conditions identical to the fusion assay. Then an aliquot from the reaction
mixture was diluted at various time points to a lipid concentration of 83 ng/ml,
then injected into a CoverWell perfusion chamber gasket (9 mm diameter, 0.5
mm thickness, Molecular Probes) attached to a cleaned glass substrate. After
10 min, the vesicle solution was washed out with buffer and the adsorbed
vesicles observed with a Nikon TE300 inverted epifluorescence microscope
using a 100� oil immersion objective. The adsorbed vesicle surface density was
�0.01 vesicles per �m2. Docking was determined by overlaying the green and
red images and counting the number of colocalized spots.

Fusion Assays. Lipid and content mixing assays were all performed at room
temperature (25°C). The extent of lipid mixing was determined based on the
dilution of OG and TR leaflet labels, which constitute a fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) pair. After mixing the reacting vesicles in a cuvette to
a final lipid concentration of 0.05 mg/ml (roughly 2.8 nM in vesicles assuming
50 nm diameter), emission spectra were taken at various times on a spectroflu-

orometer (SPEX, Horiba Jobin Yvon) using 488 nm excitation light. The FRET
ratio was calculated as the emission intensity at 610 nm (TR acceptor) divided
by the intensity at 530 nm (OG donor). After the timecourse was complete, the
vesicles were disrupted by the addition of Triton-X to 0.2%, and the emission
intensities were remeasured and used to normalize the FRET ratios (36). A
standard curve to determine the extent of lipid mixing was constructed by
plotting the normalized inverse FRET ratio (donor/acceptor fluorescence) for
vesicles with 0.1, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 mol % of both OG and TR versus
lipid/probe ratio. The data were well fitted by a linear equation, which was
used to determine the effective concentrations of the leaflet labels at any
given time point in the kinetics run. Because labeled and unlabeled vesicles are
mixed at equal amounts, the extent of lipid mixing was calculated assuming
that for a binary reaction, the effective dye concentration in both leaflets of
the vesicles at completion should be half their starting concentration.

The extent of content mixing was determined by separately incorporating
TbCl3 and DPA into the contents of the two vesicle populations during
extrusion. Content exchange between vesicles allows the formation of a
fluorescent Tb(DPA)3

3� complex, whose emission intensity was measured at
490 nm upon excitation at 278 nm. To prevent false fusion signal from content
leakage, 1 mM EDTA was included in the external reaction buffer to sequester
any Tb3� that had leaked out of the vesicles (22). Percent content mixing was
estimated by comparison to vesicles containing a 1:1 mixture of the Tb and
DPA buffers.
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